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Background
▪ Post-burn itch
▪ common issue

▪ physical and psychological effects
▪ Literature shows no clear consensus

Aim

▪ To identify effective management strategies of postburn itch to produce better physical and
psychological outcomes

Method
▪ A comprehensive search was completed of PubMed,
CINAHL and Scopus databases
▪ Search terms burn, itch and pruritus

▪ Example Logic Grid

Burn
MH burns OR
TI burn* OR
AB burn* OR
TI "thermal injury" OR
AB "thermal injury"

Pruritus
MH pruritus OR
TI pruritus OR
AB pruritus OR
TI itch OR
AB itch

Systematic review question
▪ ‘What is the effective management of post
burn itch to produce better physical and
psychological outcomes?’

Inclusion Criteria
▪ burn patients of all ages - paediatric + adult
▪ interventions for reduction or treatment of post-burn itch
▪ pharmacological or non-pharmacological
▪ acute or post-acute phase of treatment, including
rehabilitation and scar revision stages
▪ not limited by burn size or depth

Exclusion Criteria
▪ The review excluded studies that
▪ Did not meet the inclusion criteria

▪ were not available in the English language

Intervention
▪ Any pharmacological or non-pharmacological
interventions
▪ Aimed at prevention, reduction or treatment of post-burn
itch
▪ All modalities of delivery i.e. oral, intravenous,
cutaneous, etc.

Types of Studies
▪ Any experimental study which focused on the inclusion
criteria included
▪ Randomised controlled trials, non-randomised controlled
trials and quasi-experimental.

Critical Appraisal
▪ review of title and abstract
▪ papers selected for retrieval
▪ assessed by two independent reviewers for methodological
validity
▪ inclusion using JBI Critical Appraisal Checklist for
Experimental Studies
▪ disagreements between reviewers resolved through
discussion
▪ referral to third reviewer not necessary.

Data
▪ Data was extracted on
▪
▪
▪
▪

population
interventions
study methods
outcomes

▪ Information analysed
▪ meta-analysis was not possible

▪ Findings presented in narrative form

Results

Included articles
▪ Categorised into two groups of studies
▪ pharmacological
▪ non-pharmacological interventions

Pharmacological
▪ Medications
▪ Ahuja & Gupta
▪ Ahuja et al
▪ Baker et al

▪ Topical treatments
▪ Nedelec et al
▪ Lewis et al
▪ Demling & DeSanti
▪ Matheson, Clayton &
Muller

Non-Pharmacological
▪ Gurol et al
Massage
▪ Hetterick et al
TENS

Discussion
▪ Main conclusion - no one itch treatment or intervention
can remove all itch experienced by the burn patient
▪ While outcomes were measured relatively similarly there
was a wide range of variations in the interventions
included in each of the studies
▪ Most articles reported itch reduction only, not eradication
▪ Also illustrated is that not all interventions are effective for
all patients

Recommendations
▪ Many studies underpowered due to small sample sizes
- multi-centre trials to expanded available population
▪ A standardised itch measurement tool for both
paediatric and adult patients
▪ Available data can be used to create protocols to
ensure patients have a better management plan

Conclusion
▪ Burn itch - significant issue for patients, family +
clinicians
▪ Available literature is varied and assesses effectiveness
of wide range of treatments often in small population
▪ Recent studies assess effectiveness of α2δ ligands
▪ Further research is required
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▪ Kaul I, Amin A, Rosenberg M, Rosenberg L, Meyer W, 2017 Use
of gabapentin and pregabalin for pruritus and neuropathic pain
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